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Abstract 
In recent years, large amounts of fire accidents happened in countryside due to the problems of electric circuits, which adversely affect 
rural people's daily lives. It becomes increasingly important to solve the problems of rural electrical fire. The southwest rural area of 
China, where fire situation is severe and fire accidents occur frequently, is chosen to be surveyed. The situation of rural electric circuits 
and the strength of fire rescue in southwest countryside of China are investigated, and the fire fatalness of wood houses and the potential 
perils of electrical fire in rural area are presented. Finally, some suggestions on electrical fire prevention in rural area are put forward. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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Nomenclature 
P The total power of the single-phase electric apparatus indoor, (W) 
U Phase voltage of electrical equipment, take 220 V. (V) 
 ɔ   Power factor, take 0.9 
ܫ௎௑ Permissible current rating of electric circuits 
ܫ௝ The calculated load current 
 
Introduction 
Since The 18th Congress of China's Communist Party, great changes happened in countryside of China. In modern 
family, the use of fire, gas, and electricity increases sharply with the lives of rural citizens improving significantly. 
Meanwhile, the rural labor force migration increase rural population aging and infants. It will cause enormous economic 
losses and destructive consequences once a fire accident occurs. The fire disaster in countryside tends to be frequency, 
dense and diversify. Some severe fires happened in countryside these years are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Some severe fires happened in countryside this years 
Date Village Damage 
2013.8.10 Tong le village in Guangxi 16 houses burned, 19 families and 99 villagers affected by the disaster 
2014.1.11 Dukezong ancient village 
in Yunnan 
More than 343 houses destroyed, totally 246 stores affected, part of historical relic and thangka damaged, an 
economy loss of 89.839308 million yuan  
2014.1.25 Baojing village in Guizhou More than 100 houses destroyed, more than 1000 rooms, 290 households and more than 1180 people 
affected, a direct economic loss of about 9.7 million yuan  
2014.4.6 Shuhe village in Yunnan 10 stores destroyed 
2014.12.12 Jiuji Miao village in 
Guizhou 
176 households, 619 people affected 
 
From 2011 to 2013, more than 37.6 thousand fires happened in rural area of China, which caused a direct economic loss 
of 3.53 billion yuan, a death doll of 8539, and more than 1.2 thousand people injured, respectively accounting for 61.2%, 
65.7%, 64.6% and 62.9% of the nation in the same period [1]. The major issue of which is electrical fire. In rural area, the 
degree of villagers’ education is low, and most of them are unaware of the common sense of electrical fire prevention. As a 
result, electric circuits are designed and installed optionally. Furthermore, along with the development of rural area, a large 
number of high-power electric apparatuses are used, which cause electric power networks overwhelmed and increase the 
possibilities of fire accidents. It is urgent to solve the problems of rural electrical fire under the current condition of 
economy and fire rescue force. Therefore, in order to prevent the happening of rural electrical fire accidents, some 
representative countryside in the southwest of China are investigated in this article. 
In our survey, six different representatives of ethnic minorities countryside was chosen to be investigated in the 
southwest of China, the three rural areas are Sanjiang County in Guangxi, the southern Guizhou and xishuangbanna 
autonomous prefecture in Yunnan. Ethnic minorities mainly involves the Dong, Shui, Miao, Dai and Hani. In each area, two 
countryside are selected to investigate the traditional electrical problems, by means of questionnaire as well as stochastic 
accessing and consulting, aiming at circuits renovation and fire knowledge publication. This research put out 90 
investigating questionnaires, and receives 73 available questionnaires. Rural construction characteristics, the use and 
modification of electric circuits indoors, electrical load, fire load statistical, fire fighting facilities and the fire fighting rescue 
strength in the countryside are mainly involved in the research. 
2. Characteristics and fire potential analysis of rural buildings in Southwest China 
2.1 Architectural features 
The southwest of China has a subtropical monsoon climate. It is hot and rainy in summer while warm and wet in winter. 
The humidity and temperature in there are relatively high. The housing structure there has a variety of forms. After 
investigation, the building structure in the southwest village mainly consists of bamboo-wood, pure wood, brick-timber, and 
brick-concrete composite structure. Specific as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2.Survey of housing structure in southwest rural areas 
Housing structure Bamboo-Wood structure Pure wood structure Brick Timber structure brick-concrete composite 
structure 
The number of households 29 19 23 1 
(The vertical bearing wall of the brick-timber structure referred to here has only one layer which is made of bricks or blocks.) 
As is shown in table 2, the bamboo-wood structure and the pure wood structure account for 66.7% of all households 
while the brick-timber structure account for 31.9%.The houses built with combustible materials account for 98.6% of all the 
houses investigated. 
2.2.1 Architectural features of pure wood structure 
The housing structures of Miao Village are mostly pure wood structure. All the constructional elements of the whole 
house are wood materials. The houses are mostly stilted buildings built with local fire woods and pines [2].People raise 
poultry and pile up sundries in the first floor and live in the second floor. Gains and vegetables are stored in the third floor. 
Specific form of housing is shown in Figure 1. 
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2.2.2 Architectural features of brick-timber structure 
The brick-timber structure houses in the southwest region are improvements of the pure wood structure stilted houses. 
The Shui and Dong people in Guangxi Province usually live in this kind of houses. But the houses referred to here are not 
real brick-timber structure houses. The exterior wall of the first floor is built with bricks or blocks while the exterior on the 
second and third floor is built with pure woods. The main load-bearing structure of these houses like floor slabs, pillars and 
girders is still pure-wood structure. Specific form of housing is shown in Figure 2. 
 
                             
                 Figure 1. Pure wood structure building in south of Guizhou                       Figure 2. The modified brick-timber structure house of Dong people 
2.2.3 Architectural features of bamboo-wood structure 
Among all the minorities in rural areas of Yunnan Province, the Dai nationality has the most population. Local villagers 
use local bamboos, which is the most common material in Yunnan Province, to build the bamboo-wood structure houses. 
Most houses in the countryside are dry bar constructions. The main structure of these houses are made of bamboo and wood 
and the roof is made of tile or color steel sheet. As is shown in Figure 3, the houses are built on stilts and people live on the 
second floor. 
2.2.4 Architectural features of brick-concrete composite structure 
The composite structure form house of is very rare in the southwest, only the most affluent households live in this kind of 
houses. The vertical walls and pillars of this kind of houses are built with bricks or blocks and the floor slabs are built with 
steel reinforced concretes. This kind of houses have no difference with the city’s brick-concrete composite structure 
buildings. The indoor fire potential of this kind of houses is relatively small because the brick-concrete composite structure 
houses have a high fire resistance rating. Specific form of housing is shown in Figure 4. 
 
               
 
Figure 3. Dry bar constructions in Yunnan Province                            Figure 4.The rare brick-concrete composite structure houses  
2.2 The fire potential analysis 
2.2.1 Analyzing for the building structures, level 4 fireproof rank constructions are in the majority, the fire potential is high. 
Due to historical and geographical factors, the houses in the southwest are mainly built by wood. The wooden houses are 
easy to be built, durable, warm in winter, cool in summer, and regional flexibility. The minorities’ special construction 
means make it even easier to build these wood structure houses. There is no fire protection material in the wood houses of 
southwest countryside, and the fire protection grade is very low. The combustion process of wood materials is very complex 
and is closely linked with its density, water content, specific surface area and texture direction. The villagers obtain raw 
material locally to build houses, and that makes the anti-firing performance is different. The fire resistance rating of houses 
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built with pines are far from qualified. Once contacting with open flame or high temperature objects, to reach its ignition 
conditions, it is easy to trigger a large area of fire. 
2.2.2. For the fire control force is weak, the fire rescue is extremely difficult 
The fire brigades in China are set in the county or township. The survey of six countryside in the southwest provinces 
shows that only two countryside in Yunnan Province are in the range of fire brigade controlled the area, the journey is also 
about 30 minutes. The rest of the countryside are too far from the fire brigade and the roads into the countryside are too 
rough to let the fire engines in. So the countryside basically rely on their own strength to rescue the fire. Only one village in 
Guizhou Province has obligatory fire brigade. The distance between countryside and counties or townships and the fire 
control force are shown in Table 3. 
2.2.3 The wood houses are built too intensive to have any fire separation 
There are no plans for the project of rural construction and therefore the houses are built disorderly. Many countryside 
are located in the mountainous area, the plateau or other more remote areas and the construction of the beginning has not 
been properly designed. Most countryside have more than one hundred year’s history and there are no fire exits in these 
countryside. Once the fire is lighted, it would spread out rapidly, which would influence to the farmer's production and 
living. 
Table 3. Fire control force statistics of each village 
Name of the village 
Distance from 
the township 
government 
Distance from the 
county highway 
Obligatory fire 
brigade 
Fire control facilities 
Guandong Village, Guangxi 
Province 
15km 0m N Outdoor fire hydrant 
Yaji Village Guangxi Province 30km 0m N Outdoor fire hydrant 
Pojiao Village, Guizhou Province 4km 120m N 
Outdoor fire hydrant 
Hand carry motor 
pump 
Fuyu Village, Guizhou Province 70km 10km Y 
Outdoor fire hydrant 
Hand carry motor 
pump 
Bubang Village, Yunnan Province 20km 500m N N 
Guangnali, Yunnan Province 12km 500m N N 
2.2.4 Residential indoor space is small and the fire load per unit area is very large 
When the building is on fire, the fire load directly determines the duration of the fire and the change of temperature. 
Found in the investigation and research, villagers place item disorderly and even stack woods in the living room along with 
a large number of furniture, cotton products, and leather products. The large fire load makes it extremely difficult to control 
the fire accident. 
2.2.5 Exist a high fire potential because of the improper management in using fire 
The resident population of the village is mostly for the elderly and children whose education level is relatively low. They 
have poor fire consciousness. Therefore, there are very serious problems in using fire or power in their daily life. The 
electrical wiring problem of the houses in southwest region is extremely serious. In recent years, the electrical circuit fires 
caused by short circuit, overload, contacting badly, and leakage of electricity are very common. Rural electrical fire has 
become the focus of the current research. Secondly, the phenomenon of careless use of fire happens sometimes and there are 
people who even set on fire on purpose. The poor fire consciousness of these villagers will lead to a large number of fire 
accidents during the traditional festivals or large celebrations. At the same time, some villagers have poor legal 
consciousness. When there is a conflict, they will solve these problems in extreme ways. 
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Investigation of Electrical fire 
Electrical fire is defined as the fire caused by the combustion source that triggered by electrical faults, igniting a heap of 
fuel around enough oxidizer. Electrical fire potential is defined as the unsafe potential factors may cause electrical fires. 
When the building was put into use for couples of years, the electric circuit system is aging. There will be plenty of faults 
such as short circuit, overload, bad contact and creepage of circuit and so on, one of them may cause a fire disaster. The 
residents lived in rural areas are lack of fire control knowledge and rarely replace the electrical wiring in a couple of years, 
In the following sections, the fire potential of electric circuits in southwest rural areas will be analyzed. 
3.1 Lack of Lightning Protection in the Low-voltage Power Supply System 
In south-western areas, the weather tends to be the tropics marine climate, year to year high temperature, moist rain, with 
lots of lightning phenomena. If the lightning strikes a transformer, it might lead electrical system collapse and a large area 
outage. It’s a direct impact on agricultural production and people's normal life. The annual average thunderstorm days in 
Southwest of China are listed in table 4. 
Table 4 The annual average days of thunderstorm 
Region Liuzhou South Guizhou Mengla 
thunderstorm day 
˄times/a year˅ 
67.3 67.5 111.5 
 
As can been seen in table 4, the three areas situate high lightning incidence district, which all annual average 
thunderstorm day reach more 40 times per a year. The lightning protection device is installed in the High-voltage side, 
otherwise, there is no device in the low-voltage side. Lightning will not only do harm to the electric circuits, but the 
transient high voltage electricity or overvoltage will transfer to distribution network through the coupling in electric circuits. 
The lightning strike of the transformers can cause insulation down and breakdown and damage the equipment, even leads to 
fires. Lightning surge on incoming services happened in Qiannan region in June this year, which resulted damage to dozens 
of electrical appliances in the residential buildings, fortunately, causing no casualties. In low-voltage electrical side, 
installing lightning arrester and earthing devise can avoid a lot of electrical accidents. 
3.2 Outdoor Electric circuits Problem 
The modification of electric circuits is carrying on in each village of southwest China with lots of national budgets. 
However, because of enormous quantity of southwest countryside, wide distribution, poor traffic and funds allocation 
problem, the modification has just finished in outdoor part. The transform of electric meter outdoor has already completed, 
all the electric meters are installed outside the room with the waterproof metal shell. Some of them are corroded terribly and 
need to be replaced in time. The standard of electric meters are different, few of those maximum rate current cannot meet 
the requirement of the indoor use electrical load. The electrical meter would be damaged easily if the electrical load exceed 
the maximum burden quantity. Some electricity meters problems are presented in figure 5. All of the electric circuits 
transformed are used aluminum conductor. The Enter wire connected with electric meters should be laid with concealed 
pipes, but always don’t. The enter wire penetrate the wood wall with no fireproof plugging. In case of electrical faults of 
enter wires, it is possible to induce electrical fire accident and it seriously threatens the safety of residents and their property. 
While the transformed circuits have been completely basically, some old circuits haven’t clear promptly as shown in figure 
6. These circuits still connect the phase line, it’s easily causing electric shock accidents. In addition, because of the terrain, 
the distance of between overhead lines and buildings or trees are small, the line’s mechanical strength is insufficient, and it 
is easy to result in a fire disaster caused by short circuit. 
3.3 The Electric Circuits’ Insulation Aging is Serious 
The Electric Circuits’ Insulation Aging is a normal phenomenon, the degree of that is affected by the surrounding 
environment. If the electric circuits’ insulation aging is extremely serious, the electric circuits will be broken down easily. 
Short circuit would be encountered in Ac interphase, phase line grounding or Dc electrode. As all known, heat release of 
wire and the electric current is proportional to square, the temperature of electric circuits and equipment rise high 
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excessively. From power supply to the short point is a heat source, easily cause a fire disaster. Some southwest village is 
located in the mountain for hundreds of years, accordingly, the electric circuit is on the point of attaining service life. In the 
survey of 73 peasant households, the electric circuits used for more than 10 years of households accounted for 31.5%. The 
specific data as shown in figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. The use ages of electric circuits in southwest 
The lifespan of electric circuit is about 10 years in clean zone, but with lots of cobwebs and dust, the moist and high 
temperature environment accelerate the aging degree of electric circuits. The fire protection awareness of villagers is poor. 
When the insulation of circuits are damaged, the villagers also don't know to replace the aging circuits. The fire potential is 
big enough to cause a grievous fire disaster. 
3.4 Electric Circuit Overload 
The overload of electric circuit is defined as the actual load of electrical system is exceed its rated load. While the 
amount of used electric apparatus increase year by year, the villagers do not have the concept of load calculation. Adding 
electrical load and wires optionally makes electrical system in a long-term sick running status. Found in the research, the 
brand and model of electric circuit is definitely mess. The size of enter wire’s section is in the range of 4--6 mm2, 
consolidated by electric power bureau. Most of indoor circuits use aluminum wire of 1.5 mm2. Figure 6 provides a statistic 
of electric apparatus’ load. 
 
 
Figure 6. Statistic of electric apparatus’ load in rural areas of southwest 
 
As illustrated in Figure 5-13.28, in the survey of 73 rural residents, the maximum electricity load is 5.6 kW, the 
minimum is 0.06 kW, the average of electricity load is 1.91 kW, and the gap is very large. The actual load current can be 
calculated by the indoor voltage and load power: 
Mcosu U
PI j                                                                                   (1) 
Permissible current rating of electric circuits should be bigger than the calculated load current. As shown below. 
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MX[ ,, t                                                                               (2) 
From the chart, at the room temperature, the maximum permissible current rating of 1.5 mm2 PVC insulated wire is 18 A. 
It work out when the electric load is more than 3.564 kW, the current exceed the maximum capacity of electrical circuits. 
The users account for 8.2% of the total research like this. But this is just a theoretical calculated value, it still contains a 
large number of wires with poor quality, electrical circuits aging phenomenon indoors. The maximum capacity of electrical 
circuit is low, the electric circuit is easy to overload and even have dangerous consequence. 
3.5 The situation of electrical wires’ connection is chaotic 
In southwest rural areas, the phenomenon of chaotic electrical connection is ubiquity. The villagers use the electrical 
appliances by connecting the circuits from bottom of the light bulb, flashboard and completed piping line circuits. Some of 
villagers use ordinary tape instead of insulation tape to connect the circuits, as shown in figure 7. This faults is easy to cause 
an electric shock or a fire disaster. Most material of electric circuits is aluminum. The copper wires is always used mixed 
with aluminum wires. When copper and aluminum wires is connected directly, it will produce a potential difference about 
1.69 V between the joints [5], which will cause electrolysis. The aluminum conductor corroded increase the contact 
resistance, the temperature of which rise high. Sometimes joint was melted seriously, it has a big electrical fire potential. 
 
(a)     (b)  
Figure 7. The situation of chaotic electrical connection 
3.6 The Master Switch is Lack of Overload Protect Function 
The master switch is a safeguard of household electric circuits, which protect and control the whole circuits. Found in the 
survey the master switch of every rural inhabitant is all different. The houses have been remolded replace the air circuit 
breakers, a part of houses combined use traditional knife switch and leakage protector. The knife switch without arc 
extinguishing is accounted for 43.8% of the total survey which is a large proportion. The specifics are as shown in table 5. 
Table 5. The service condition of master switch 
Type of  master switch 
Knife 
switch 
Knife switch + Air circuit 
breakers 
Air circuit breakers Air circuit breakers + leakage protector. 
Amount 32 15 19 1 
 
Found in the survey, the damage of knife switch is quite serious, as shown in figure 8. The switch is installed on the 
wood wall directly. When use the knife switch to cut or open the electric circuits, it will produce electrical arc which cause a 
fire accident easily. By stochastic accessing, the replacement of fuse is very casual. The function of overload protection is 
missing, which cannot cut off the electric circuits through the master switch. It exists serious electric safeness trouble. 
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(a)     (b)  
Figure 8. Seriously damaged knife switch 
3.7 The electric circuits are laid on Combustible materials 
The electric circuits are laid with concealed pipes basically in the village of Guangxi. But the situation of other two 
provinces’ circuits is terrible. Most of circuits are laid on the wooden walls or newspapers directly. The wires is full of 
cobwebs and oil stain, which will reduce the heat dissipation of wires. And the exposed wires occurs metallic and arc short 
circuit makes the current increasing suddenly. The temperature ignites the insulation easily. The situation of southwest rural 
areas’ electric circuits as shown in figure 9. 
 
˄a˅     (b)  
Figure 9. The terrible situation of southwest countryside’ electric wires 
3.8 The earthing system is improper or missing 
The TN-C grounding system is normal in rural areas, but most of them are scrapped, which is no longer in force. Many 
electric appliances with metal surface are connected with phase line without grounding line, as shown in figure 10. If the 
null line and live wire is disconnected or the null line is broken. The shell would have the same the power supply voltage as 
phase line. Once constitute a loop contact, it will cause electric shock. 
3.9 The wet parts without moisture-proof measures 
From the investigation, the location of toilet socket is close to the tap without any moisture-proof measures. The socket is 
installed without a splash water shield, which is lack of necessary protection. When water is splashed into a socket, it could 
cause a fire because of short circuits, as shown in figure 11. 
 
            
 Figure 10. Dangerous metal casing connection       
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                Figure 11. The socket without moisture-proof 
3.10. Too much inferior lug plate connected the equipment, exits serious overload problem 
In rural areas, multiple high-power electrical appliances are connected in one lug plate. When the high-power electrical 
appliances are used at the same time, it will cause overload of electric circuits, as shown in figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12. Inferior lug plate connected multiple high-power electrical appliances 
And the shoddy is normal in rural areas, some of them are made by villagers’ self. These inferior lug plate’s wire core is 
very fine, the resistance is low. The electrical appliances such as high-power induction cooker, electric rice cooker are 
connected at the same time, the current through lug plate is extremely big, and it’s easy to cause fire. 
4. The electrical fire prevention countermeasures of southwest rural areas 
4.1 Improving the force of rural fire rescue, investing for the volunteer fire company 
At present, the ability of rural fire rescue of southwest rural areas is weak, which is unable to control fire disasters. The 
poor condition of economy and traffic is the biggest barrier to carry out fire protection’s work. But if neglect the work of 
fire protection, it will happen more rural fire accident, make the property damage evolution change to a large number of 
casualties. Because the limit of fund, it is hard to establish the fire Brigade. In the present case, the government can increase 
some firefighting facilities, such as fire pool. In case a fire accident happen, it can control efficiently. In daily life, the water 
can be used as domestic water. Secondly, set the fire hydrant in the countryside that the fire engine cannot reach to. Ensure 
the fire hydrant connected with municipal pipe and the fire pool. In addition, set up the firefighting spot, equipped with 
portable fire pump, fire hose and hydraulic giant. It will meet the requirement of putting out early stage fire. Equally 
important is set up a firefighting team from the permanent residents, and finally formed into an obligatory fire brigade 
through training. These stuff popularize the common sense of fire protection in the daily life, they find the fire potential and 
supervise to correct it. When the fire accident is broke out, the stuff can use the fire equipment and organize the villagers to 
control the fire effectively. It can minimize the fire potential in the range to control. 
4.2 To overcome the difficulties of electric circuits’ modification, prevent artificial increasing the fire potential 
At present, the fire potential of southwest rural areas is serious. Although the modification of electric circuits has been 
going on, it can't keep up with the demand of villagers. Firstly, the rural modification of electric circuits needs more fund 
and improving the quality of the work. The modification of electric circuits eliminates the electrical fire potential in root and 
prevent a number of electrical fire accidents. The Shortage of funds, impassable roads, and less professional electrical 
engineers, become the most difficult problems in the modification. However, solving these problems in a short time is not 
reality, it need the accumulation of a certain period of time. Secondly, need popularize the common sense of electrical 
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knowledge to the villagers, prevent artificial increasing the fire potential. The bad habit of using electric makes the electric 
circuits cannot support the requirements of villagers. Do not install the wires on the inflammable, prevent connecting the 
circuits chaotically, and forbid the lug plate connected multiple electrical appliances, these provision all can alleviate the 
current danger of rural electrical fire. 
4.3 Put fire protection into a prominent position and devote major efforts to develop fire protection propaganda and fire 
education towards the rural areas. 
The fire protection propaganda is the major way to reduce the rural fire risk. The township’s government and fire brigade 
should take responsibility earnestly, carry out fire protection propaganda and education through broadcast, banners, wall 
newspaper and meetings. For the different rural areas, after analyses and carry out the classification, according to its 
characteristics, specifically produce the different way of fire protection propaganda. Find out the serious fire potentials and 
supervise villagers to rectify. As for the fire potentials failed to be rectified due to the limitation of economy and staff 
situation, more efforts should be put into inspection in daily life to prevent the occurrence of fires. 
These above fire prevention countermeasures has certain guiding significance to the reality situation for the rural fire 
protection work. Although the current problems of rural fire protection has caused great attention of leaders at all levels, 
rural fire prevention work cannot be completed at once. To corporate the rural fire potential need take the efforts of the 
government, the fire departments and all level department to work together. Now, the first priority of rural fire protection is 
to enhance the propaganda of fire protection, improve the overall fire protection consciousness of the residents, in order to 
eliminate or reduce rural fire accidents. 
5 Conclusion 
It is difficult to accomplish the task of fire prevention in rural area where economy, culture and education are relatively 
underdeveloped. A great deal of man power and money are needed merely to solve the problem of electrical fire protection. 
It is hard to describe the electrical potential with words and statistics in the southwest rural area. To build up socialism new 
countryside is the significant historical mission in China modernization process; especially to the rural area fire protection 
has heavy responsibilities. Our fire department should strengthen the work of fire protection and disaster relief operations in 
rural area. Meanwhile, enhance the propaganda of fire protection to mobilize villagers in fire protection and firefighting. 
Only in this way the number of fire disasters can be reduced and electrical fire accidents can be controlled so that the 
harmonious and stable living environment in rural lasts forever. 
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